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Do share your thoughts
@DrLancaster @ENAIntegrity #academicintegrity



• What does the future looks like (shared from the 

experience of a Computer Scientist)?

• How does this affect our view of academic integrity? 



A conference presentation I gave in May 

(some parts already outdated – lots of 

fresh examples today)

A recent book chapter 

where I consider the future 

of contract cheating
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A warning to the educational sector to not 

ignore the developments in artificial intelligence 

in the same way it ignored the growth of the 

contract cheating industry in 2006



What 

should a 

professor 

do?



Actually, 

this 

person is 

not a 

professor!



Actually, 

this 

person is 

not a 

person!
Most of the images in this webinar are 

generated by AI or heavily edited by AI 

(yes, even the one of me on the first slide)



CONFLICT

Not a pre-existing image (in case you haven’t got the idea yet)

Computer 

Scientists/

Business

Education/

Academic 

Integrity



Some Truths

• Artificial intelligence (or, more 

commonly, machine learning) is not 

magic

• It is a mathematical procedure 

mimicking actions completed 

tens/hundreds/thousands/millions of 

times before

• Currently, the best results combine 

automation with human editing and 

understanding of specific processes



Real World AI

Control your plants

Drive for you

Improve your face

Clean your home



What About Writing?

Collected real world examples



Essays?
Collected real 

world examples.

Note, many 

general AI writing 

tools also contain 

the functionality 

to write essays

From a firm also offering an 

automatic rewriting service and a 

custom writing service



Case Study – Generating Reflection

This is extracted from the 

introductory coursework in my 

Academic Integrity in STEMM 

module (supporting undergraduate 

students to become academic 

integrity researchers).



Case Study – Sample Generated Text

Technical Note

(very much a work in progress)

Trained on 10 real introductory 

paragraphs from submitted 

student work (all in STEMM 

disciplines)

Paragraphs generated using 

GPT-J (default settings)

Improvements are possible 

and the whole reflection could 

be generated

“I believe that the most important thing about 

academic integrity is to keep our integrity and not 

to damage the work of others by cheating. A lot 

of people think that academic integrity is 

important only to students, but it is also important 

to professors because they have to teach 

students and students are the first people who 

will receive the knowledge after the professors. 

Cheating damages the reputation of professors, 

students and universities and this is why we 

should keep our integrity.”



Technical 

Assignments



Case Study – Generating A Techncial

Web Page With Content

Examples shared at 

https://twitter.com/DrLancaster/

status/1563971412691394560

Both the HTML and the 

content generated together 

using the Davinci model in 

the OpenAI playground

https://twitter.com/DrLancaster/status/1563971412691394560


What About Photos, 

Graphics And Art?

This lady won an academic integrity prize This is what student plagiarism looks like



Reading with a brass statue This is what student plagiarism looks likeWorking hard on homework



All the classroom related clip art you’ll ever need…



A random collection of images

Case Study – Generating Art



What Else Can Be Generated?

Presentation slides
(content, design, layout)

Literature reviews
(data extraction and 

comparison)

Maths solutions
(step-by-step from photos)

Music and Videos
(from scratch or edited)

Almost anything… if the student is a programmer



Is Using AI In 

Assessments A 

Breach Of Academic 

Integrity?

Real answers (not AI generated!)

https://old.reddit.com/r/OpenAI/comments/wy6u88/is

_it_plagiarism_to_use_open_ai_generated_content/

“I’m in grad school and no one’s 

noticed (used on about 20 

assignments so far). Alter some 

wording and add info here and 

there to mix it up. Ask GPT for the 

source. May be grounds for 

plagiarism, but definitely not 

plagiarism if you don’t get caught 

lol.”

“Is it unethical? Probably Is it 

illegal? Fuck no”
“At this point it's just a tool.”

“The way I see it is that it's like the calculator 

you had in school. It doesn't do the math by 

itself, it needs a human operator to make it 

work. Same with open ai. Without you it would 

be worthless.

https://old.reddit.com/r/OpenAI/comments/wy6u88/is_it_plagiarism_to_use_open_ai_generated_content/


How Should We Address This?

• Consider how we already address contract 

cheating and academic integrity and see 

what ideas we can reuse

• Note that (currently) AI often does not 

provide a one-stop assignment solution, 

but AI requires input, editing, work and 

human ingenuity

• Appreciate that contract cheating firms 

also have access to this technology



Possible Solutions
(not all fail safe)

Talk with students in class about 

AI technology

Get students to evaluate the 

quality of AI solutions in their field

Ensure that university processes 

and local procedures make it clear 

what level of AI use is acceptable

Set a real-world or authentic 

assignment where students use AI 

technologies
Develop assignments that rely on 

local knowledge or processes 

Have arts students use AI 

solutions to build a creative and 

consistent portfolio

Use staged, supervised or 

interactive assessment types

Allow AI for inspiration, but require 

acknowledgement



This is a new and emerging field with minimal 

published academic integrity research

We have little knowledge yet about what best 

practice is



How will we share

our knowledge of 

the problem with 

colleagues and 

within our 

disciplinary 

networks?



How will we evaluate

the success of our 

solutions and share 

the outcomes?



CONFLICT

Established 

practice

Doing the 

best for 

our 

students



Can we partner with 

our students to 

address the misuse 

of AI technologies 

within education?

And what will the world be like if we do not do so?


